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Celebrity Jennifer Nicole Lee Soon to Add Backless Dresses to her
www.JNLClothing.com Line, Which Blends Sleek Sexiness into Functional
Athletic Fashions

Celebrity Jennifer Nicole Lee was most recently spotted on South Beach going to a business
meeting about expanding her www.JNLCLothing.com line of clothing. Her next venture will be
to add her signature sexy backless dresses to her ever growing line clothing. For more info,
visit http://tinyurl.com/dy52j26

Miami, FL (PRWEB) December 04, 2011 -- The latest news from the Jennifer NicoleLee camp is that JNL and
her design team will be adding her signature backless dress, which seems to magically stay up, to her ever fast
growing company www.JNLClothing.com. JNL saw the need to add fun, fresh styles to the fitness industry’s
athletic clothing arena. Now she is adding fashion forward styles which are also very functional, yet will
definitely cause a commotion and demand attention. Speaking of causing commotion, a media frenzy stirred up
instantly as JNL stepped out of her chauffeured car, onto South Beach for a clothing line business meeting, seen
here http://tinyurl.com/dy52j26 .

In her latest interviews, JNL expresses that the current trend of fashion and fitness is that you don’t have to
always wear the typical ‘sexy’ outfit to get attention. Instead of a plunging neckline to show cleavage, breasts,
or the front part of a woman, which is so typical, JNL seems to enjoy ‘shocking’ the public with the atypical
approach to sexy fit fashions. “Instead of always showing a woman’s cleavage, why not show off her beautiful
sexy back, or her shoulders?” explains JNL, who also went on to explain she has a sickness for fitness and a
passion for fashion. Her signature trademark slogans such as “Strong is the New Skinny”, and “glutes that
salute” defiantly have the fitness and fashion industry blazing with curiosity and admiration. “Me expanding
soon onto dresses and other casual lifestyle wear shows my commitment to my brands mission statement that
its my goal to help increase the quality of everyone’s lifestyle”. Also, it appears that Mrs. JNL is also on a
mission to make everyone fit and sexy fast.

And the major key media has taken notice, as JNL recently celebrated her 3rd Oxygen Magazine Cover, which
was her 45th to date. This best selling author of the Fitness Model Diet Book, and the creator of the JNL Fusion
fitness workout method, is definately making all stop in their tracks as her whittled in waistline is making big
headlines.

For JNL’snext future big celebrity appearances, she will be hosting her 2nd Annual JNL Fusion Fitness World
Conference where she will be certifying VIP clients in her innovative and fierce fitness revolution and method
of training called JNL Fusion. For more info, visit www.JNLfusion.net

For more info on [Jennifer Nicole Lee, please visit www.JenniferNicoleLee.com
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Contact Information
Jennifer Lee
JNL Worldwide, Inc
http://www.JenniferNicoleLee.Biz
305-669-8408

Jennifer Nicole Lee
JNL Worldwide, Inc
http://www.JenniferNicoleLee.com
305-669-8408

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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